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Romanzo
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Jubilee
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Accessories: TWINKLE 2046A

Anna

Giuse
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Interfloral behind the Design
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Linares
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Newtopia

Upholstery: VIP 14470 | Carpet: SAGA 80810
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Newtopia behind the Design
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Venezia

Curtain: RAMAGE 10771, ALTUBIC 2808 | Upholstery: VERONA 10773 | Carpet: SAGA 80810
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Venezia/Verona
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Avance

Season
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La Primavera

Upholstery: VIVACE 14324 | Carpet: FENN 80470
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Batik

Madrid IV
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Garden
Party

GARDEN PARTY OLIVE 14565, GARDEN PARTY ZITRONE 14562, GARDEN PARTY ERBSE 14563, GARDEN PARTY 14616
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Olive

Zitrone
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Garden
Party

GARDEN PARTY 14609, SUNRISE/SUNSET 14605, SUNBATH 14608
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TIMELESS 10772

GIUSE 2807

NEWTOPIA 14599

ALTUBIC 2808

The unusual design of the floor-to-ceiling fabric TIMELESS was developed

Lightweight GIUSE presents timeless, broad block stripes in a floor-

NEWTOPIA is an enchanting fabric featuring an avant-garde landscape.

ALTUBIC is a light, double width, transparent two-ply material which

especially for the company’s 200th anniversary. In line with the theme

to-ceiling length. Each of the colour combinations is harmonious. The

The incredibly detailed pattern shows a cleverly composed imaginary

creates a fascinating moiré effect. The fabric has an elegant sheen

of ‘our time’, the design portrays a clock and 1819 – the year Christian

sheen of synthetic fibres makes this semi-transparent fabric exceptionally

world with motifs borrowed from the digital archives of the Rijksmuseum

and looks different depending on the angle from which it is viewed. It

Fischbacher was established – in Roman numerals. The embroidered

elegant. Available in 5 versatile colours.

and New York Public Library. The result is a flight of fancy with shapes

is reversible and ideal for public buildings due to its flame-retardant

burnout fabric uses a stunning combination of different techniques.

which blur as they are reflected on the surface of the water. It was

properties..

Single-colour and two-tone twisted yarns create a surface with an elegant

inspired by so-called glitch art, which uses the distorted effect resulting

sheen which contrasts with the matt transparency of the burnout section.

from errors when a digital image is displayed. NEWTOPIA is a floor-to-

TIMELESS is available in three colours: champagne white, silvery brown
and an anthracite version with the numbers embroidered in gold.

INTERACTION 14566
Starting with a black satin warp seen on the back of the fabric, fine, flat
lurex threads are carefully woven on the backing. The use of two different
metallic threads gives INTERACTION its stunning sophistication: they are

ROMANZO 10770

ceiling fabric which is printed using an environmentally friendly ink-jet
process. The extremely luxurious blend feels soft and voluminous. Its
surface contains a metalic yarn and appears to ripple slightly, allowing
the light to bounce off it..

AVANCE 14603
AVANCE is an elegant, flame-retardant fabric decorated with a classic
jacquard design. It is woven on looms which are normally reserved for

incorporated in such a way that when you turn the fabric 180 degrees

silk. Exactly the same settings and exactly the same number of warp

for example, from silver to gold. The fabric is also finished using a hand

threads are used to create a similarly elegant, luxurious look. The material

The floor-to-ceiling fabric ROMANZO features romantic embroidery.

guided genuine moiré technique, which creates a unique mirror effect

The design is ornamented with a classic, pretty border embroidered on

and vivid, glowing colours. INTERACTION is available in four metallic

VENEZIA 10774

is finished using a special technique which gives it its soft feel and gentle

a lightweight linen background. It is rounded off with stylish scalloped

colours..

An elegant jacquard, VENEZIA twins traditional Italian craftsmanship

edging. The embroidery becomes sparser towards the top, keeping it

with timeless elegance. Its historic Venetian design gives the fabric an

light and delicate. ROMANZO comes in two natural colours.

expressive, theatrical character. The choice of materials is also striking:
the combination of matt linen, silky shimmering viscose and cotton is

INTERFLORAL 14567
JUBILEE 14598

INTERFLORAL is a textile jewel which is based on the same technique as
INTERACTION. The lavish floral design is printed on a sophisticated, two-

both unexpected and refined. What is more, the surface looks velvety
thanks to use of a chenille yarn. VENEZIA is available in four elegant
colourways.

drape. Available in seven elegant colourways.

SEASON 14604
The jacquard SEASON is adorned with a classic pattern of intricate leafy
branches. The edges of the leaves merge into the background using a
sophisticated weaving technique which replicates the effect of spray

JUBILEE is a magnificent silk which pays homage to Christian

tone base fabric which changes from gold to silver when it is turned 180

dyeing. A combination of polyester and viscose creates an attractive

Fischbacher’s 200th anniversary. Stitched-on sequins adorn the pure silk

degrees. The plants also complement the changeable fabric by appearing

interplay of matt and shiny survaces. SEASON is available in five elegant

fabric. Approximately 150 sequins in three different shapes and colours

to grow in different directions depending on how the light catches the

are meticulously sewn onto each linear metre by hand. Elaborately

design and the angle at which it is viewed. INTERFLORAL brings together

VERONA 10773

embroidered silk is very popular in the fashion industry, but silk also adds

an original weaving technique, modern printing and an extraordinary

VERONA is a gorgeous jacquard which picks up on the vintage trend with

a special elegance to interiors. JUBILEE perfectly complements the plain

design. It is this combination that makes it a real gem. Winner of the

its abstract pattern. This design was inspired by the patina of an old wall

fabric JAMILA, which forms the ground fabric. This fine silk comes in

German Design Award 2019.

whose paint had peeled naturally over the years. The choice of materials

three colours. The first impression is of a shower of confetti to celebrate

is arresting: the combination of matt linen, silky shimmering viscose and

the bicentenary.

cotton is both unexpected and refined. What is more, the surface looks
velvety thanks to use of a chenille yarn. To complement the feel of the

LINARES 14602
ANNA 2765

design, slightly greyed colours in striking nuances are used. VERONA

The design of the jacquard LINARES is reminiscent of a river bed or waves

comes in four different colourways

colourways.

LA PRIMAVERA 10761
As the name suggests, this fine embroidery was inspired by Sandro
Botticelli’s painting La Primavera. Embroidered on matt organza, the
flowers, leaves and buds form a border in the lower part of the fabric,
while the upper section – which is mostly transparent – is merely dotted
with individual blossoms. This two-part design makes LA PRIMAVERA

in the sand. A special shrink yarn was used to create the raised pattern.

exceptionally light. The romantic design is available as a floor-to-ceiling

With its thick block stripes, the floor-to-ceiling fabric ANNA is both

The interplay of the different materials also ties in with the design: the

fabric in four colourways.

simple and sophisticated. The design is created by alternating between

dry, matt linen forms a stunning contrast to the subtle sheen of the silk.

closely woven and transparent sections. ANNA is made from 100% Trevira

LINARES is available in five different colours.

RAMAGE 10771

CS. It feels beautifully soft and has a cascading drape. Available in ten

The double width burnout fabric RAMAGE boasts a floral design with a

colourways.

stunning combination of stylised flowers and leaves. The jacquard creates
the impression of beaten metal, giving RAMAGE an incredibly elegant,
luxurious look. This fabric is available in six metallic shades.
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BATIK 10775

GARDEN PARTY (Johannisbeere) 14564

SUNRISE 14605

BATIK is a double width fabric with a modern, large-scale design. The

The fruity JOHANNISBEERE design from the popular GARDEN PARTY

With its summery-coloured stripes, SUNRISE can be used for curtains or

digital print is based on a pattern created by hand using the time-

collection is a feel-good fabric which adds a splash of colour. A digital

upholstery. SUNRISE goes well with SUNSET and the colour-coordinated

honoured batik method. The lightweight, semi-transparent blend

print on pure cotton renders the redcurrants with an astonishing level of

plains from the SUN BATH range. As it is made from 100% spinneret-dyed

feels very soft and has a gentle drape. BATIK comes in a classic indigo

detail..

acrylic, it is water-repellent, hard-wearing and suitable for outdoor use. It

colourway, a soft beige and a shade of grey..

comes in eight colourways.

GARDEN PARTY (Olive) 14565
OLIVE is a classic design from the GARDEN PARTY series. Its colours make

SUNSET 14606

it a versatile choice which complements all sorts of interiors wonderfully.

With its summery-coloured block stripes, SUNSET can be used for

MADRID CS IV is a double width fabric with a natural cotton appearance.

OLIVE adds a touch of Mediterranean flair. A digital print on pure cotton

curtains or upholstery. SUNSET goes well with SUNRISE and the colour-

It is both easy-care and flame-retardant. The classic plain was revised

offers an astonishing level of detail.

coordinated plains from the SUN BATH range. As it is made from 100%

MADRID CS IV 14620
and released in a new range of colours to coincide with the bicentenary.

spinneret-dyed acrylic, the fabric is water-repellent and hard-wearing,

Three colourways are also available in a special width of 335 cm..

making it suitable for outdoor use. It is available in eight colourways.

GARDEN PARTY (Zitrone) 14562

GARDEN PARTY 14616
To mark the company’s 200th anniversary, the Christian Fischbacher

The ZITRONE design from the popular GARDEN PARTY collection is a feel-

SUN BATH 14607

good fabric which creates a carefree mood. A digital print on pure cotton

Available in fourteen summery colours, the plain SUN BATH fabric can be

renders the lemons with an astonishing level of detail.

used for curtains or upholstery. As it is made from 100% spinneret-dyed

design studio has created a new pattern as an homage to the successful

acrylic, it is suitable for outdoor use. It is easy-care, water-repellent and

GARDEN PARTY collection. The result is a delicious treat made up of

resistant to both UV rays and yellowing. SUN BATH can be combined with

fruity and savoury classics such as lemons, strawberries, olives and peas.

products from the SUNRISE and SUNSET ranges. It comes in four colours

Individual elements were taken from the famous GARDEN PARTY fabrics,
and some new ones were added.

GARDEN PARTY OUTDOOR 14609
To mark the company’s 200th anniversary, the Christian Fischbacher
design studio has created a new pattern as an homage to the successful
GARDEN PARTY collection. The result is a delicious treat made up of

GARDEN PARTY (Erbse) 14563
The humorous ERBSE design from the popular GARDEN PARTY collection

fruity and savoury classics such as lemons, strawberries, olives and peas.
Individual elements were taken from the famous GARDEN PARTY fabrics,
and some new ones were added.

is sure to put a smile on people’s faces and set the tone for summer
celebrations. A digital print on pure cotton renders the pea pods with an
astonishing level of detail..
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with a width of 152 cm and a floor-to-ceiling length..
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